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Abstract: 

Motivated from the traditional Roman military defense strategy, Suresh Kumar [12] introduced a new type of graph 

coloring called Roman coloring, and a related parameter called Roman Chromatic Number. However, it was not a proper 

coloring. In this paper, we introduce and study the Proper Roman colorings and the related Roman chromatic number. 
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1. Introduction 

The coloring is also played an important role in combinatorial optimization problems and critical (Optimal) 

graphs were crucial in the Chromatic number Theory [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Jason Robert Lewis [1] suggested several new 

graph parameters in his Doctoral Thesis. Several studies were made in applying such parameters to Roman defense 

strategy [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The basic idea behind all these works was that for a given city, if the streets are considered as 

the edges of a graph and the meeting points of the streets, called the junctions, as the vertices of the graph, then we can 

color each vertex by the number of soldiers deployed at that junction and require that every street (edge) should be 

guarded by at least one soldier using a strategy that if any street have no soldier, then there must be an adjacent 

junction with two soldiers so that one among them may be deployed to the former junction in case of emergency.  

Motivated from this Roman military defense strategy, Suresh Kumar [12] defined a new type of graph coloring, 

Roman Coloring and a related parameter, Roman Chromatic number. However, this is not a proper coloring. In this 

paper, we introduce and study the Roman colorings, which are colorings also. However, it is not a proper coloring.  In this 

paper, we introduce and investigate the proper Roman coloring and the related Roman chromatic number denoted as Χ𝑅(𝐺). 

For the terms and definitions not explicitly here, refer Harary [13]. 

2. Main Results 

Let G be a connected graph. A Proper Roman coloring of a graph G is an assignment of three colors, called {0, 1, 

2}, to the vertices of G such that (1) adjacent vertices must have distinct colors and (2) any vertex with the color, 0 must be 

adjacent to a vertex with color, 2. The color classes will be denoted as 𝑉0, 𝑉1, 𝑉2 which are the subsets of V(G) with colors 

0, 1, 2 respectively. 

Weight of a Roman coloring is defined as the sum of all the vertex colors. Proper Roman Chromatic number of a 

graph G is defined as the minimum weight of a Proper Roman coloring on G and is denoted by Χ𝑅(𝐺) A Proper Roman 

coloring of G with the minimal weight is called a minimal Proper Roman coloring of G. It follows from the definition of 

Χ𝑅(𝐺) that 

Theorem 2.1. For any graph G, Χ𝑅(𝐺) ≥ 𝜒(𝐺). 

Theorem 2.2. In a minimal Proper Roman coloring of a graph G, there is no edge joining 𝑉1 and 𝑉2 

Proof. Consider a minimal Proper Roman coloring of a graph G. If possible, suppose that there is an edge e connecting a 

vertex 𝑢 ∈ 𝑉1 and a vertex 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉2. Since v is adjacent to u, this edge is incident to all edges incident at u. So we can change 

the color of 𝑢 from one to zero,  which  is a contradiction to the minimality of the Proper Roman coloring of a graph G. 

Hence the theorem follows. 

Theorem 2.3. There exists no graph with an edge and Χ𝑅(𝐺) = 1, 

Proof. The following result is immediate from the second condition of the Proper Roman coloring of a graph G that a vertex 

with the color, 0 must be adjacent to a vertex with color 2.  
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Theorem 2.4. Χ𝑅(𝐺) = 2  if and only if 𝐸(𝑣) = 𝐸(𝐺) for some vertex v of G, where 𝐸(𝑣) = {𝑒 ∈

𝐸(𝐺): 𝑣 𝑖𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑒}. 

Proof. If Χ𝑅(𝐺) = 2, then we have two cases to consider: 

Case-1: There exists a vertex, v, with the color 2. 

Since Χ𝑅(𝐺) = 2, all other vertices of G are have the color, 0. Hence,  𝐸(𝑣) = 𝐸(𝐺).  

Case-2: There exists one edge whose end vertices have the color 1 each. Since Χ𝑅(𝐺) = 2, no other vertex of G are have 

the color, 1 or 2. Also it cannot have the color 0. Hence the graph, G, must precisely be the graph with exactly one 

edge. Then 𝐸(𝑣) = 𝐸(𝐺). 

Conversely, if 𝐸(𝑣) = 𝐸(𝐺), then v is incident with all edges of G, then the coloring of v with the color, 2 and coloring 

all other vertices of G with 0 is a Proper Roman coloring with Χ𝑅(𝐺)= 2.  

Theorem 2.5. For a graph G, Χ𝑅(𝐺) = 2 if and only if G is a star graph 

Proof. If Χ𝑅(𝐺) = 2, then we have two cases to consider: 

Case-1: There exists one edge whose end vertices have the color 1 each.  

Then the graph must be precisely the graph with exactly this edge and is a star graph. 

Case-2: There exists a vertex, v, with the color 2. 

Since Χ𝑅(𝐺) = 2, all edges of G are adjacent to v and have the color, 0. Then v is incident with all the edges of G so that 

G is a star graph.  

Conversely, if G is a star graph, then, the coloring that assigns the color 2 to v and the color 0 to all other vertices of G 

is a Proper Roman coloring of G with Χ𝑅(𝐺)=2. 

Theorem 2.6. If a connected graph which is not a star graph and the minimum eccentricity and the maximum eccentricity 

of vertices in G are 1 and 2 respectively, then Χ𝑅(𝐺) = 2. 

Proof. Since G is a connected graph which is not a star graph and the minimum eccentricity and the maximum 

eccentricity of vertices in G are 1 and 2 respectively, there exists a vertex v, which is adjacent to all other vertices. So 

the Assignment of the color 2 to v and the color, 0 to all other vertices gives a Proper Roman coloring with Χ𝑅(𝐺)=2. 

Theorem 2.7. In a minimal Proper Roman Coloring of a graph G, if Χ𝑅(𝐺)= 3, then exactly one vertex each with the 

colors 1 and 2. 

Proof. In a minimal Proper Roman coloring of a graph G, Χ𝑅(𝐺) = 3 is possible in two ways: 

Case-1: There exists exactly two vertices u, v with the colors 1, 2 respectively.  

Since Χ𝑅(𝐺)= 3, al other vertices must have color, 0 and by the second condition of Proper Roman Coloring, all of 

them must be adjacent to v. This is the required condition in the theorem. 

Case-2: There exist three vertices u, v, w all with the same color, 1.  

We will find another vertex x and a vertex among u, v, w, say u, such that the new coloring that assigns the 

color 2 to x, the color 1 to u and the color 0 to all the remaining vertices is a Proper Roman coloring of G. Since G is 

connected, there exist a pair of vertices among u, v, w, say u, v, such that the induced subgraphs induced by the 

neighborhoods, N[u] and N[v] have one vertex, x, in common. Then we can assign the color 2 to this common vertex, 

the color 1 to the third vertex and the color 0 to all the remaining vertices which will give a new Proper Roman 

coloring of G in which there are exactly two vertices u, v with the colors 1, 2 respectively. Then, this case reduces to 

case-1 and hence the theorem follows. 

Theorem.2.8. If  𝐺 = 𝐾𝑚,𝑛, 𝑚 ≥ 𝑛 , then, Χ𝑅(𝐺) = 𝑛 + 1. 

Proof. Let {𝐴, 𝐵}, |𝐴| = 𝑚, |𝐵| = 𝑛 be the biparttion of 𝐾𝑚,𝑛 . Assign the color 0 to all the vertices in A. Assign the color 2 

to one vertex of B and assign the color, 1 to all other vertices of B. Then we get a minimal Proper Roman coloring with 

Χ𝑅(𝐺) = 2 + (𝑛 − 1) = 𝑛 + 1. 

Theorem.2.9. Χ𝑅(𝐶2𝑘+1) = 2𝑘 + 1 and Χ𝑅(𝐶2𝑘) = 2𝑘 − 1 

Proof. 

Case.1. If 𝑛 = 2𝑘 + 1 is odd 

Assign the vertices {𝑣1, 𝑣2, … 𝑣2𝑘+1}  of  𝐶𝑛 such that odd-suffixed vertices have the color 0 except the last one, which can be 

colored with, 1. Assign the color 2 to all the remaining vertices. Then it is a proper Roman coloring of 𝐶2𝑘+1and we cannot 

add more colors to 0’s so that it is a minimal Proper Roman coloring of 𝐶2𝑘+1. Then, Χ𝑅(𝐶2𝑘+1) = 2 (
𝑛−1

2
) + 1 = 2𝑘 + 1. 

Case.2. If 𝑛 = 2𝑘 is even 

Assign the vertices {𝑣1, 𝑣2, … 𝑣2𝑘}  of  𝐶𝑛 such that odd-suffixed vertices have the color 0 and assign the color 2 to all the 

remaining vertices except the last one, which must be colored with, 1.. Then it is a minimal Proper Roman coloring of 

𝐶2𝑘+1.So, Χ𝑅(𝐶2𝑘) = 2 ⌊
2𝑘−1

2
⌋ + 1 = 2(𝑘 − 1) + 1 = 2𝑘 − 1. 

Theorem.2.10. Χ𝑅(𝑃2𝑘+1) = 2𝑘, 𝑘 ≥ 1 and Χ𝑅(𝑃2𝑘) = 2𝑘 − 1, 𝑘 ≥ 2 
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Proof. 

Case.1. If 𝑛 = 2𝑘 + 1 is odd 

Assign the vertices {𝑣1, 𝑣2, … 𝑣2𝑘+1}  of  𝑃𝑛 such that odd-suffixed vertices have the color 0 and all other vertices can be 

colored with the color 2. Then it is a proper minimal Roman coloring of 𝑃2𝑘+1and Χ𝑅(𝑃2𝑘+1) = 2 (
𝑛−1

2
) = 2𝑘. 

Case.2. If 𝑛 = 2𝑘 is even 

Assign the vertices {𝑣1, 𝑣2, … 𝑣2𝑘}  of  𝑃𝑛 such that odd-suffixed vertices have the color 0 and assign the color 2 to all the 

remaining vertices except the last one, which must be colored with, 1. Then it is a minimal Proper Roman coloring of 𝑃2𝑘 

and Χ𝑅(𝑃2𝑘) = 2 ⌊
2𝑘−1

2
⌋ + 1 = 2(𝑘 − 1) + 1 = 2𝑘 − 1. 
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